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Foreword

NZSS Technical Competencies

These competencies represent the minimum skills a caver should aim to acquire
when operating in the vertical realm of caving. They represent the level of
learning that should occur to obtain a reasonable degree of competence in the
various techniques. The actual pathway to these skills is not detailed here but can
be supplied through the clubs or other outside agencies. Clubs should use this as
a framework when designing or delivering courses for their members.
The competencies are designed to be generic so various techniques can be
applied to one competency i.e. ascending can be performed by either frogging or
rope walking and still meet the requirements. What is important is the philosophy
of each component to the safety of the techniques.
The competencies are delivered in order of priority for the caver





Basic rigging
Belaying and Rigging of Basic Abseils, Ladders, Climbs and Handlines
Personal Singe Rope Techniques
Team Rescue Skills

The core demonstration of safety in any of this standard is demonstrated by the
caver adding a safety point prior to removing or altering another safety point (add
before you subtract). Caving often relies on one safety point; failure to achieve
this basic skill could result in serious injury or death.
The competencies align with various unit standards and external qualification
systems like NZOIA cave awards. The competencies can form part of the
pathway to achieving these types of awards if an NZSS member wishes to attain
formal qualification.
It is a statement by NZSS that this is the level at which we expect our members
to be able operate at to be fully proficient and skilled cavers.
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Copyright
These competencies are the property of the New Zealand Speleological Society.
Permission to reproduce these should be sought from the Society.

Amendments
These competencies will be reviewed from time to time as requested by the
society. Any changes or comments regarding these competencies a member
wishes to be included in the next review should be addressed to the Training and
Safety Officer of the NZSS.
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Basic Rigging
Purpose
Anchors

Rigging

To enable the caver to rig, pitches, climbs and handlines
safely
Caver must be able to: Identify different types of anchors used for rigging
Natural
Trees
Rocks
Formation
Artificial
Bolts or Pitons
Hexes or wedges
 Understand the advantages and disadvantages of the
different types of anchors
 Understand the need for various numbers of anchors
depending on use, load, location and type
 Identify common types of materials used for rigging
 Understand the advantages and disadvantages of the
different types of materials
 Understand manufacturers specifications on all equipment
used for rigging e.g. load rating, load direction etc
Caver must be able to: Understand the importance of angles on anchor systems
 Understand the philosophy of multipoint anchor systems
 Link and share loads between anchors
 Use different types of equipment for rigging anchors
Slings
Rope
Hardware
 Ensure group and personal safety while rigging
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Knots

Caver must be able to: Identify and understand knots, bends or hitches
 Tie the following knots
Figure 8 on a bight
Figure 8 rethread
Alpine butterfly
Bowline
 Tie the following bends
Overhand (tape knot)
Figure eight
Double overhand (double fishermans)
 Tie the following hitches
Clove
Prusik
Italian
Girth
 Use these knots in a variety of rigging situations
appropriately
 Tie a suitable knot to join two ropes with a safety loop

General competencies
Caver must be able to: Understand the concept of rigging for “easy on - easy off”
 Identify adjustments that need to made to rigging to avoid
wear on ropes
 Rig and de-rig pitches in a safe manner
 Understand the different types of rigging philosophies
Alpine
American
Combinations of these
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Belaying and Rigging of Basic Abseils, Ladders, Climbs
and Handlines
Purpose

To be able to rig and use belaying techniques on abseils,
ladders, climbs and handlines in caves

Laddering
Caver must be able to: Identify sites where laddering is required (versus a handline
or a belayed climb)
 Rig a ladder using natural and placed protection
 Coil and manage a ladder safely and efficiently
 Be able to demonstrate efficient ladder climbing technique
Against a wall
Free hanging
 Understand problems that can occur while using ladders
Belay setups
Caver must be able to: Rig a belay rope set up for
Laddering
Descending
Climbing
 Belay a caver using an Italian hitch
 Belay a caver using another belay method
 Tie off a belay
 Demonstrate efficient handling of ropes
 Identify suitable ropes for belaying
Use and limitation of static ropes
Use and limitation of dynamic ropes
Abseil setups
Caver must be able to: Rig a lowerable abseil rope set up for a novice caver
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Handlines

Caver must be able to: Rig a handline taking into account
Fall potential
Safety of user
Load on anchors on horizontal handlines
 Demonstrate safe use of handlines
Hand over hand
Around body
 Demonstrate safe spotting techniques

General competencies
Caver must be able to: Tie cavers into a belay rope using a variety of methods
 Demonstrate the use of Prusiks or ascenders
 Ascend/ descend a ladder or climb using a self protection
method
 Use a method of self protection at a pitch head
 Identify, understand and tie knots, bends or hitches from
Basic Rigging
 Tie an improvised sit harness
 Tie an improvised chest harness
Emergency procedures
Laddering
Caver must be able to: Provide assistance to a tired climber to help them ascend
Assisted hoist
Direct haul
 Provide assistance to a tired climber to help them
descend
Belay setups
Caver must be able to: Lock off a belay and release an abseil rope to free a
jammed descender
 Access a caver in a climbing or abseil situation
 Provide assistance for a tired caver in a climbing situation
Assisted hoist
Direct haul
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Personal Single Rope Techniques
Purpose

To ensure that cavers can operate personal SRT systems for
caving

Personal SRT kit
Caver must have their own personal SRT kit consisting of:
Harness
Descender that does not cause rope twist
Chest ascender and chest harness
Hand ascender*
Cowstail(s) suitable for SRT set up
Spare carabiner
Pulley
Prusik
 The SRT kit is adjusted and worn correctly by the caver
 No damaged, excessively worn or old items of
equipment are used in the SRT kit
* There must be some form of safety to the hand
ascender when in use on rope
Descent

Caver must be able to: Descend with hand control
 Use leg wraps, foot brake, thumb brake to assist slowing
descents
 Lock off a descender using various techniques and knots
for safety
 Demonstrate how to add extra friction for heavy loads or
rope type
 Descend ropes of different diameter and type
 Abseil on other devices
 Use a self belay system
 Identify limitations in self belay systems
 Descend on double ropes
 Perform a pull down descent
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Ascent

Caver must be able to: Ascend using a safe and efficient method
 Ascend using a single ascender
 Ascend on other devices and improvised systems including
Prusiks

General competencies
Caver must be able to: Demonstrate a consistent process to ensure personal
safety at all times
 Ascend, change-over, descend
 Descend, change-over, ascend
 Cross rope joins, redirectors and rebelays during ascent
and descent
 Change from one rope to another rope.
 Descend using ascenders
 Bottom belay an abseiler
 Provide and manage a belay with a separate rope
 Safely cross traverse lines both free hanging and as access
to a pitch head
 Identify, understand and tie knots, bends or hitches from
Basic Rigging
 Explain and demonstrate the “add before you subtract”
philosophy of SRT safety
 Explain two point philosophy in relation to SRT practice
Emergency procedures
Caver must be able to: Perform a same-rope rescue using a safe and efficient
technique from above and below the stranded person
 Perform a pick off rescue using a safe and efficient
technique from another rope
 Describe loading on equipment during same rope rescue
 Describe risks associated with same rope rescue
 Describe symptoms and treatment of harness induced
pathology
 De-weight a loaded rope and either raise or lower the
stranded person
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Team Rescue Skills
Purpose

To ensure that cavers can operate technical rescue systems
for caving

Knowledge of rescue systems
Caver must be able to: Explain the two point philosophy for rescue purposes
 Explain the concept of a critical point in a rescue system
 Understand the hands free philosophy for rescue purposes
 Understand the 10:1 system safety factor
 Describe appropriate equipment for building raising
systems depending on load
 Describe appropriate equipment for building belay systems
depending on load
 Describe appropriate equipment for building lowering
systems depending on load
 Describe simple and compound pulley systems
 Describe counterbalance systems
 Identify mechanical advantage in simple and compound
pulley systems
 Understand the principles of the NZLSAR Backcountry
Technical Rescue Standard*
Lowering a Rescue Load**
Caver must be able to: Lower using a range of techniques
 Lock off a descender using various techniques and knots
for safety
 Know how to add extra friction for heavy loads
 Lower loads on ropes of different diameter and type
 Lower loads on other devices and improvised systems
Raising a Rescue Load**
Caver must be able to: Raise using a range of techniques safely and efficiently
 Know how to add extra mechanical advantage for heavy
loads or to control the speed of a raise
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Belaying a Rescue Load**
Caver must be able to: Belay using a range of techniques
 Describe appropriate belay method for load
 Lock off a belay using various techniques and knots for
safety
 Know how to operate a tandem Prusik belay for two
person load
 Belay loads on ropes of different diameter and type
 Belay loads on other devices and improvised systems
 Demonstrate hands free techniques
 Release a loaded belay system while maintaining safety of
system
General competencies
Caver must be able to: Demonstrate a routine method to ensure rescuer and
rescuee safety at all times
 Raise, change-over, lower.
 Lower, change-over, raise.
 Pass knots during a lower or raise
 Change load from one rope to another rope.
 Lower on a raising system
 Identify, understand and tie knots, bends or hitches from
Basic Rigging
 Tie the following extra knots, bends or hitches
Double long tailed bowline
Inline figure eight
Sheetbend
Double Italian hitch
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Notes to the team rescue section
*NZLSAR Back Country Technical Rescue Standard
This is the core document that this section refers to in its design and
thinking. A good working knowledge of this standard is essential to
understanding the aims of rope rescue in NZ.
www.nzlsar.org.nz
**Rescue load
This is described as the patient, stretcher and attendant travelling on
the same system. For testing purposes in NZ this is normally regarded
as 2kN.
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